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Alternating vowels in Polish: lexical and epenthetic 
(1) outline1

a. the puzzle:  
Polish refuses to break up word-final clusters 

 b. tempting consequence:  
vowel-zero alternations are driven by allomorphy, rather than by phonology 

 c. purely phonological workings are possible if a pillar of the analysis of Slavic
vowel-zero alternations is abandoned: alternating vowels are lexically present. 

 d. or rather: if it is tuned down: 
- some alternating vowels are epenthetic (lexically absent) 
- some alternating vowels are lexically present 

 

1. The Polish puzzle 
 
(2) Polish refuses to break up word-final clusters2

Czech  Polish 
CøC-V 
Nsg 

CeC-C 
C-initial suffix 

CeC# 
Gpl 

 CøC-V 
Nsg 

CeC-C 
C-initial suffix 

CeC# 
Gpl 

form-a ne-forem-n-ý forem  form-a forem-n-y, 
forem-k-a 

form 

firm-a  firem  firm-a firem-k-a firm 
válk-a váleč-n-ý válek  walk-a walecz-n-y walk 
algebra  algeber  algebra  algebr (?) 
sestra sester-sk-ý sester  siostr-a  sióstr 
– musztr-a  musztr 
– hałastr-a  hałastr 
urna  uren  urn-a uren-k-a (?) urn 
– palt-o palet-k-o palt 
– Kielc-e Kielec-k-i Kielc 
slunce sluneč-n-ý slunc-í  słońc-e słonecz-n-y słońc
metro  meter  metr-o  metr (?) 
Petra  Peter  Petr-a  Petr 
tundra  tunder  tundr-a tunder-k-a (?) tundr 
Tatra  Tater  Tatr-y tater-nik Tatr 
jikra jiker-n-at-ý jiker  ikr-a  ikr (?) 
karta karet-n-í karet  kart-a kart-k-a (!) kart 

1 A less elaborated version of the material presented in this talk has appeared in Scheer (2010). I am indebted to 
Gienek Cyran and Grzegorz Michalski for help with the Polish data. 

2 The stem of Po piekł-o "hell" (piekieł-k-o, piekiel-n-y, piekieł) contains the suffix -ł-a/o (cf. piec "to bake"). 
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(3) The generalization that word-final clusters refuse to release alternating vowels 
 a. is associated to two non-phonological provisos 
 b. and there is a handful of exceptions 
 c. as well as some free variation with a handful of roots 
 
(4) roots with free variation,  

but ONLY in Gpl: complete regularity with C-initial suffixes. 
[Gussmann (2007: 230), Cyran (2010:170f)] 

 CøC-V 
Nsg 

CeC-C 
C-initial suffix 

CeC# 
Gpl 

gloss   

 bitw-a bitew-n-y bitw / bitew battle   
wydr-a wyder-k-a wydr / wyder otter   

 sarn-a saren-k-a sarn / saren roe deer   
 żarn-a  żarn / żaren quern   
 pasm-o pasem-k-o pasm / pasem wisp   
 brzytw-a brzytew-k-a brzytw / brzytew razor   
 ziarn-o ziaren-k-o ziarn / ziaren grain   
 kalk-a kalecz-k-a kalk / kalek carbon paper   
 ciżm-y ciżem-k-a ciżm / ciżem shoes (obsolete)   
 kurw-a kurew-k-a kurew / kurw whore   
 kotw-a kotew-k-a (?) kotew /kotw (?) anchor   
 
(5) exceptions 

Mono-morphemic clusters that do break up in Gpl. 
The list below is about exhaustive, cf. Cyran (2003:176ff,188), Gussmann (2007:230ff).
Maybe unvocalized Gpl forms exist(ed)? 

 CøC-V 
Nsg 

CeC-C 
C-initial suffix 

CeC# 
Gpl 

gloss  

 TR# wiadr-o  wiader pail  
iskr-a  iskier sparkle  

 żebr-o żeber-k-o żeber rib  
 srebr-o sreber-k-o sreber silver  
 piętr-o pięter-k-o pięter floor  
 dobr-o  dóbr good (abstr.)  
 RT# torb-a  toreb bag  
 RR# durni-a  dureń fool  
 perł-a pereł-k-a pereł perl  
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(6) non-phonological proviso I 
-CC# refuse to break up only in non-nominative forms. In Nsg they may or may not 
break up, and this is a lexical property of each root: 
[the situation is the same in Czech, except that -Cr# never break up: r is always syllabic
(with a few exceptions: uher - uhr-u "pimple"] 

 
Polish  Czech 

 Cø/eC# 
Nsg 

CøC-V  
Gsg 

 
gloss 

 Cø/eC# 
Nsg 

CøC-V  
Gsg 

gloss 

 cukier cukr-u sugar  loket lokt-e elbow cluster 
broken up koper kopr-u dill  nehet neht-u nail 

 kumpel kumpl-a chum  kozel kozl-a he-goat 
 sweter swetr-a jumper  chumel chuml-u cluster 
 puder pudr-u powder  pytel pytl-e bag 
 d'ábel d'ábl-u devil 
 

cyckl cykl-u cycle  cukr cukru sugar 
 

stable 
cluster wiatr wiatr-u wind  kopr kopru dill 

 bóbr bobr-a beaver  svetr svetru jumper 
 jesiotr jesiotr-a sturgeon  vítr vĕtru wind 
 
(7) but as before, the -CC# cluster breaks up when a suffix joins in: 
 -CøC# 

Nsg 
-CøC-V  
Gsg 

 
-CC-yer 

 
gloss 

 

yer-initial suffix wiatr wiatr-u wiater-ek wind  
bóbr bobr-a bober-ek beaver  

 but
Piotr Piotr-a Piotr-ek (!) Peter  

 C-initial suffix ???     
 

(8) non-phonological proviso II 
Only monomorphemic clusters refuse to break up. 
The vocalization of heteromorphemic clusters is an individual property of every suffix. 
==> but as with roots, vocalization is 100% regular before C-initial suffixes. 

 a. non-vocalizing suffixes 
 CøC-V# CøC C-initial suffix gloss  
 -b służ-b-a służ-b służ-eb-n-y service  

-stw świń-stw-o świń-stw świń-stew-k-o mess  
 -itw modl-itw-a modl-itw modl-itew-k-a prayer  
 b. vocalizing suffixes 
 -ek pies-ek pies-k-a  dog Nsg, Gsg  
 -ec wzorz-ec wzor-c-a  pattern Nsg, Gsg  
 -ł haseł has-ł-o  password Gpl, Nsg  
 -en peł-n-y peł-en  full attrib., predic.  
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2. Vowel-zero alternations in Slavic: data and generalizations 
 
(9) basic pattern of Slavic vowel-zero alternations: 

- vocalization in closed syllables __{C,#} 
- no vocalization in open syllables __CV 

 C__C-V C__C-ø C__C-CV gloss 
 Russian zemlj-á zemél' zemél'-nɨj planet NOMsg, GENpl, adj. 

Czech lokøt-e loket loket-ní elbow GENsg, NOMsg, adj. 
 Polish wojøn-a wojen wojen-ny war NOMsg, GENpl, adj. 
 
(10) except if the following vowel alternates with zero itself (grey-shaded column) 

 
open syllable closed syllable 

zero vowel vowel vowel 
C__C-V C__C-yer Cø C__C-ø C__C-CV

Russian dn'-á d'en'-ók d'én' d'en'-øk-á 
Czech dom-øk-u dom-eč-ek dom-ek dom-eč-øk-u 
Slovak kríd-øl-o kríd-el-iec kríd-el kríd-el-øc-e 
Polish buł-øk-a buł-ecz-ek buł-ek buł-ecz-øk-a 
BCS lakøt-a lakat-an lakat lakat-øn-og (Gsg) 

(11) generalization 1 
the yer context 

 a. alternation sites are vocalized in closed syllables. dom-ek, domeč-k-u 
 b. alternation sites are not vocalized in open syllables. dom-øk-u 
 c. EXCEPT if the following vowel alternates with zero itself. dom-eč-ek 
 
(12) the yer context 

alternation sites show 
 

in closed syllables dom-ek,
domeč-k-u 

 
V / __ 

 C.CV 
 C# 
 C ь,ъ before yers dom-eč-ek 

 
ø / __ CV iff V ≠ ь,ъ dom-øk-u 

 

(13) generalization 2 
whether a vowel alternates with zero or not cannot be predicted from its quality: 
alternating and non-alternating vowels of the same quality. 
==> whether a vowel alternates or not must be recorded in the lexicon. 

 alternating non-alternating  
CvC CøC-V CvC CvC-V gloss 

Russian kusók kusøk-á rabót rabót-a piece Nsg, Gsg; work Gpl, Nsg 
Polish pies pøs-a bies bies-a dog Nsg, Gsg; devil Nsg, Gsg 
Czech ret røt-y les les-a lip Npl, Gpl; forest Nsg, Gsg 
BCS tajac tajøc-a pajac pajac-a silence Nsg, Gsg, clown Nsg, Gsg
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(14) generalization 3 
insertion vs. deletion: alternating vowels must be lexically present. 

 a. insertion-based analyses have been proposed by, among others, Laskowski (1975),
Czaykowska-Higgins (1988), Piotrowski (1992), Gussmann & Kaye (1993). 

 b. they are convincingly refuted by Gussmann (1980:26ff), Rubach (1984:28f, 1993: 
134ff) and Szpyra (1992a:280ff, 1995:94ff). 

 c. argument 1 
there is no context for insertion 
The motor for insertion is held to be the avoidance of heavy (word-final) clusters 

 Nsg Gpl gloss  
 Russian lásk-a lások weasel  

bobr-á bob'ór beaver fur  
 Czech kart-a karet card  
 

but the same clusters do not break up in other words 
 Nsg Gpl gloss  
 Russian lásk-a lásk caress  

bobr-á bóbr beaver  
 Czech kvart-a kvart quart  
 

d. argument 2 
in those languages where more than one vowel alternates with zero (i.e. Eastern 
Slavic), it cannot be predicted which vowel will appear in which morpheme. 

 Nsg Gpl gloss  
 Russian d'én' dn'-á day  

són sn-á dream  
 1. the occurrence of an alternating e or o is a lexical property of each morpheme.

An insertion-based analysis would not know which vowel to epenthesize into 
which root. 

 2. it is not the case that the quality of alternating vowels may be predicted from 
the palatal vs. non-palatal character of the preceding consonant. In bobr-á -
bob'ór "beaver fur Nsg, Gpl" for example, an o, not an e, appears after a 
palatalized labial. 

 e. Bethin (1992) combines epenthesis (in borrowings) and underlying specification 
(elsewhere). 

 

3. Vowel-zero alternations in Slavic: analysis 
 
(15) classical formalization: 

LOWER 
 a. in linear SPE-type environments 

Lightner (1965), Gussmann (1980), Rubach (1984) etc. 
 b. autosegmental 

Rubach (1986), Kenstowicz & Rubach (1987). 
 c. insight: 
 1. alternating vowels are lexically/underlyingly present (yers). 
 2. they are floating melodies that associate to a syllabic constituent iff they are 

followed by another floating vowel (yer) 
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(16) yers are floating pieces of melody: Rubach (1986) 
Cz loket "elbow" 

 a. lokøt-e  Gsg b. loket  Nsg c. loket-ní  adjective 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
| | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
l o k e t e l o k e t e l o k e t e n í

(17) autosegmentalized Lower (Rubach 1986) 
"a floating vowel is associated iff followed by another floating vowel" 

 x
|

V → V / __C0 V

(18) Lower describes a lateral and regressive relationship between vowels 

p ǐ s ǐ Czech pes ‘dog’ Nsg 
 

vocalization       
 ɛ

(19) government 
 a. since Rubach (1986) 

contrast between alternating and non-alternating vowels: the former are lexically 
floating, while the latter are lexically associated. 

 Cz pes - Gsg ps-a  les - Gsg les-a       
 

O N O N O N O N
| | | | |
p e s l e s

b. in Government Phonology, the lateral regressive relationship between two nuclei is 
called government. 
Scheer (2005), Scheer & Ziková (in press) 

 c. assumption in GP (Kaye 1990): word-final consonants are onsets of degenerate 
syllables, i.e. followed by an empty nucleus. 

 d. Lower is government: only contentful nuclei, i.e. those that have associated melody, 
are good governors. 

 e. government is an association-inhibitor: floating melodies can only associate to 
ungoverned nuclei 
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government-based analysis of the Lower pattern 
Cz loket "elbow" 

 a. lokt-e  Gsg b. loket  Nsg c. loket-ní  adjective 
 Gov     Gov        Gov   Gov 
 

O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N O N
| | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
l o k e t e l o k e t l o k e t e n í

4. The Polish puzzle: analysis 
 
(20) the trouble 
 a. we know that there is a floating vowel present in the lexical representation of 

form-a because we see it in forem-n-y. So why don't we see it in *forem?
b. the solution "final empty nuclei (FEN) are able to govern" must be wrong: it solves 

our problem with Gpl form  
 Gov               
 

C V C V C V
| | | |
f o r e m

but derives bad results elsewhere: all CyerC roots would have to surface as CC: 
 Gov               
 

C V C V
| |
p e s [ps]           
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(21) a non-phonological solution lurks and is indeed tempting 
 a. the puzzle at hand leads Gussmann (2007) to doubt that vowel-zero alternations are 

managed by phonology at all, despite their absolute regularity elsewhere. 
He hints at a non-phonological reason for the failure of most roots to vocalize when 
the cluster is final: "when the nouns become the input to further derivations, the 
floating vowel normally appears in them" (p.230). 
In other words, Gpl form remains unvocalized because it is underived. 

 b. solution, then: allomorphy (Gussmann 2007:233) 
1. there are two lexical recordings for each stem that bears a vowel-zero alternation 
2. one with an associated and one a floating vowel 
 
C V C V C V C V C V C V
| | | | | | | | |
f o r e m f o r e m

3. the stem with the associated vowel is selected in derived forms 
 4. the stem with the floating vowel is selected elsewhere (and then regular 

phonology determines whether it appears on the surface). 
 
(22) a phonological solution 
 a. regularity is encountered word-internally: forem-n-y 

irregularity is encountered word-finally: form 
 b. translation into formal vocabulary: the alternation site 

1. is followed by an internal empty nucleus in forem-n-y 
2. is followed by a final empty nucleus in form 
==> FEN can do something that internal empty nuclei cannot do 
this is a trivial and well-known propoerty of FEN 

 c. FEN can govern  (20)b 
this solution was abandoned because otherwise we would get *ps instead of pes 

 d. but this is only true if pes and form have the same lexical representation, which 
they may not: 
 
C V C V C V C V C V C V C V
| | | | | | | | |
p e s f o r m l e s

(23) how it works 
 a. there is a contrast between two kinds of vowels that alternate with zero: 
 1. vowels that are lexically present (deletion in case of zero) 

2. vowels that are lexically absent (epenthesis in case the vowel surfaces) 
 b. FEN can govern empty nuclei, but not nuclei that are lexically contentful 
 Gvt      Gvt         
 

C V C V C V C V C V
| | | | | |
p e s f o r m

pes    form          
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Gvt             
 

C V C V C V
| | | |
ž e r t

žert              
 

c. in suffixed forms, root-final FEN are not FEN anymore: they are governed and 
therefore unable to govern themselves 

 Gvt             
 

C V C V C V C V
| | | | | |
f o r m n y

epenthesis e             
 
(24) benefits 
 a. the solution is based on a lexical contrast: presence or absence of a floating vowel 

in the lexicon. 
 

b. the "irregular" Gpl is lexically idiosyncratic: 
 the "exceptions", i.e. cases like wiadro - wiader where the -CC does break up, 

represent a simple lexical contrast: 
/wiader/ vs. /form/ 

 c. doublets such as sarna - sarn / saren are lexical doublets: this root has two lexical 
entries, /saren/ and /sarn/. 
Visibly the system is moving towards the lexicalization of alternating vowels. 

 d. same for the contrast between vocalizing (-ek, -ec, -ł, -en) and non-vocalizing (-b, 
-stw, -itw) suffixes: the former do, the latter do not possess a lexically floating 
vowel. 

 

5. Conclusion 
 
(25) conclusion 
 a. the arguments against insertion-based analyses of vowel-zero alternations are 

correct 
 b. but this does not preclude the existence of alternating vowels that are epenthetic 
 c. prediction: they cannot occur in languages where more than one vowel alternates 

with zero: the language would not know which vowel should be inserted.  
 d. effect for Polish: the classical analysis of vowel-zero alternations that works with 

two distinct alternating vowels (one palatalising, the other not) must be wrong. The 
alternative analysis where palatality may be a lexical property of labials (Gussmann
1992) is correct. 
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